The MP Rotator’s multiple, rotating streams are
fascinating to watch. But form follows function in a
quality irrigation product, so each MP Rotator
stream is designed to complement its partners. The
MP Rotator’s wind-resistant, multi-trajectory streams
apply water much more slowly and uniformly than
conventional mister and sprays...especially after
adjustments. This prevents unwanted wet spots
and ugly brown spots from appearing during the
heat of the summer.

Featuring a unique, multi-trajectory rotating stream delivery system that
achieves water conserving results, the MP Rotator is a revolutionary product,
unlike anything else in the field of irrigation.
A multi-stream rotor the size of a spray nozzle, the MP Rotator features only one
moving part...technology that assures proven reliability. It fits any conventional
spray head body or shrub adapter, transforming one into a high uniformity, lowprecipitation rate sprinkler that boasts an industry first: true matched
precipitation at any arc and any radius.
The MP Rotator is ideal for new systems, with ultimate design flexibility (from 4‘
strip to 35’ radius) and better system efficiency. It’s also perfect for revitalizing
older systems--a retrofit can solve both low pressure and poor coverage
problems. Plus, it’s the solution for slopes and tight soils, as the low
precipitation rate radically reduces runoff.
To save water, solve problems, and simply do a better job of irrigating,
Complete Irrigation Services, Inc. proudly uses the MP rotator.

Until now MP Rotator has
been seen on many different
spray bodies, but never has
a body been created just for
the MP Rotator. Introducing
the MPR 40, a spray body
that optimizes the
performance of the MP
Rotator nozzle. It provides
the perfect combination of
Hunter’s Pro-Spray body
with a specially calibrated
pressure regulator. This
gives the MP Rotator a
consistent 40 PSI output,
meaning even more
accurate coverage and
optimal performance.

Pressure
regulated to 40
PSI for optimum
efficiency with the
MP Rotator.
The extra tough
co-molded wiper
seals prevents
leaks even at
higher pressures.

Two-piece
ratchet
design
makes head
adjustment
quicker and
more
precise.

Heavy-duty
body and cap
construction
with multithread
buttress
design
withstands
the harshest
environments.
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